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Magnetic domain investigation in Co ÕCuÕFeMn trilayers
J. Wang,a) W. Kuch, F. Offi,b) L. I. Chelaru, M. Kotsugi,c) and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, D-06120 Halle, Germany

~Presented on 9 January 2004!

The magnetic domain patterns of epitaxial single-crystalline Co/FeMn bilayers and Co/Cu/FeMn
trilayers were investigated by magnetic circular dichroism domain imaging using photoelectron
emission microscopy. The as-grown domain size increases continuously with increasing Cu layer
thickness, which is attributed to the decrease of the interlayer exchange coupling between
ferromagnetic Co and antiferromagnetic FeMn layers. Domain images of the Co layer acquired after
applying different external magnetic fields show a decrease in coercivity with increasing Cu layer
thickness, confirming the reduction of magnetic coupling energy with increasing Cu thickness.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1669123#
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The magnetic coupling between a ferromagnet~FM! and
an antiferromagnet~AF! has received much attention in re
cent years because of its rich physics and the technolog
importance in data storage industry,1,2 in particular in mag-
netoresistive sensors and read heads as well as for mag
random access memory devices. Although the effect of
change bias, a unidirectional magnetic anisotropy in AF/F
bilayers, was observed more than 40 yr ago, there are
difficulties in theoretically relating the observed exchan
bias field to the actual interface coupling.3–7 However, a
clear understanding of the underlying principles govern
the manifestation of the exchange coupling between ant
romagnetic and ferromagnetic layers is important to und
stand various phenomena related to exchange bias. On
other hand, oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling betw
two ferromagnetic layers via spacer layers has been es
lished, in the past decade,8–12 as a general phenomenon f
many spacer materials such as 3d, 4d, and 5d nonmagnetic
transition metals. Recently, several experiments showed
magnetic coupling across nonmagnetic interlayers might
exist in exchange biased systems.13–17 A pioneering experi-
ment performed by Go¨kemeijeret al. indicated that the ex-
change bias field exhibits an exponential decay with the
terlayer thickness up to several tens of angstroms.13,14 More
recently, an oscillation of the long-range exchange bias fi
was observed in NiFe/Cu/FeMn15 and NiFe/Cu/NiO16 struc-
tures. Only a few systems have been studied up to now,
it is still not clear whether this interlayer exchange coupli
is really a general phenomenon in the biased systems. A
ally, opposite results have also been reported. Thomaset al.
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found that the exchange bias field in IrMn/NM/CoFe trila
ers decreases exponentially with the spacer layer thickn
without oscillation and vanishes for spacer layers thic
than;10 Å.18

In this article, we present an x-ray magnetic circular
chroism photoelectron emission microscopy~XMCD-
PEEM! study of single-crystalline Co/Cu/FeMn trilayer
The Co domain patterns after applying different exter
magnetic fields were recorded in order to investigate the
fluence of the spacer layer thickness on the exchange
coupling and the coercivity. We had observed previously t
very small domains are found in as-grown Co/FeMn bila
ers, which are the result of randomly fluctuating magne
pinning experienced by the growing Co layer at the surfa
of the AF FeMn layer.19 We show here that the typical mag
netic domain size in the as-grown Co film on top of C
FeMn increases monotonically with increasing thickness
the Cu spacer layer, which implies that the exchange c
pling between Co and FeMn layers decreases with increa
Cu thickness. It is found that by applying external magne
fields a saturated area expands along the Cu wedge
thicker to thinner Cu thickness with increasing external fie
strength, which indicates that the coercivity of the trilaye
increases with decreasing Cu spacer thickness. It is
found that the coercivity approximately scales with the
verse Co thickness, as it was also found for Co/Fe
bilayers.20

The Co/Cu/FeMn trilayers were epitaxially grown on
Cu~001! single-crystal substrate at room temperature by e
tron beam assisted thermal evaporation. No external m
netic field was applied during evaporation. Fe50Mn50 films
were obtained by coevaporation of Fe and Mn from tw
different sources. Film thicknesses were calibrated by os
lations of the diffracted medium energy electron intens
during evaporation.20 The systematic error of the cited thick
ness is about 10% for FeMn and Co, and 20% for Cu. Ho
ever, the accuracy of the relative thickness within the sa
sample is about 1%. Chemical composition and growth
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the films were investigated by Auger electron spectrosco
The Co layer was grown as a continuous film while the
film was shaped into a wedge as described in a prev
publication.21 The FeMn layer was either a continuous fil
or a wedge oriented perpendicularly to the Cu wedge. T
width of the Cu wedges was about 80mm, that of the FeMn
wedge 155mm. Circularly polarized x rays from the helica
undulator beamline of the Max Planck Society~UE56-2
PGM2! at BESSY in Berlin were used, incident to th
sample under an angle of 60° from the surface normal.
lateral resolution and field of view were set to 400 nm and
mm, respectively. A detailed description of the setup and
eration of this PEEM can be found in an earlier paper.22 The
magnetic domain images were constructed by taking the
tensity asymmetry of images acquired with positive a
negative helicity of the exciting radiation, utilizing the effe
of XMCD. The external magnetic field was applied along
direction inclined from@100# by 22° for sample 1, and 15
for sample 2. In this article, two samples were investigat
sample 1 consists of 20 atomic monolayers~ML ! of FeMn, a
0–6 ML Cu spacer layer wedge, and 15 ML Co, and sam
2 was a crossed wedge of 0–30 ML FeMn, 0–12 ML C
and 6 ML Co.

Figure 1 shows the selected domain patterns of samp
before and after applying external magnetic fields of diff
ent strengths. The as-grown domain size increases con
ously with increasing Cu layer thickness, which is attribut
to the decrease of the interlayer exchange coupling betw
Co and FeMn layers.19 It is found that when the external fiel
exceeds 25 Oe, a saturated area with black contrast app
in the upper part of the image where the Cu spacer ha
large thickness. The magnetization direction in that dom
is along@100#. This area expands down to smaller Cu thic
nesses after applying external fields at room temperatur
the direction indicated byH of 33 Oe@Fig. 1~b!# and 44 Oe
@Fig. 1~c!#. A similar observation was also made in sample
~Fig. 2!. One can see from Fig. 2~a! that the Co layer exhibits

FIG. 1. ~a! As-grown Co domain image of 15 ML Co/Cu wedge/20 M
FeMn/Cu~001!. The Cu thickness increases from bottom to top, as indica
at the left axis. The thickness of the platform of the Cu wedge is 6 ML.~b!,
~c! Co domain images of the same area of the sample after application
external field of 33 Oe~b! and 44 Oe~c! in the direction indicated byH. The
arrows in the domain indicate the magnetization direction.
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small domains at higher FeMn thicknesses, while a sin
large domain is present at FeMn thicknesses below 10 M
From previous experiments it is known that at a thickne
lower than 10 ML FeMn is not antiferromagnetic at roo
temperature.19,20The presence of small domains in as-grow
Co layers on top of antiferromagnetic FeMn layers is due
the random distribution of local uncompensated magn
moments at the FeMn surface, which spatially fluctuate
direction and size.19 No influence of the FeMn thickness o
the as-grown Co domain size is observed except in the c
vicinity of the transition region around 10 ML FeMn thick
ness. After application of an external magnetic field, a sa
rated domain with a magnetization direction along@100#
~black contrast! appears in the upper right region of the im
age. The quantitative analysis of the contrast of this dom
shows that the magnetization direction changes from@110# to
@100# with increasing FeMn thickness from below 10 ML t
above. It is known that the easy axis of thin fcc Co films
along ^110&. We have reported recently that the easy axis
ultrathin Co films changes from̂110& to ^010& when coupled
to an antiferromagnetic FeMn film.19 Thus we can conclude
that the exchange coupling between the Co and FeMn la
exists even across a Cu spacer of at least 12 ML.

It is also found that the saturated region in the Co la
expands along the Cu wedge with increasing external fi
while the magnetization direction remains unchanged. Fig
2~b! shows the Co domain pattern of sample 2 after the
plication of a 33 Oe external magnetic field at room tempe
ture in the direction indicated byH @Fig. 2~c!# after 55 Oe in
the same direction. Comparing Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! to Fig. 1,

d

an

FIG. 2. ~a! As-grown Co domain image of 6 ML Co/Cu wedge/FeM
wedge/Cu~001!. The Cu thickness increases from bottom to top, as indica
at the left axis, the FeMn thickness from left to right, as indicated at
bottom axis. The thickness of the platform of the Cu wedge is 12 ML.~b!,
~c! Co domain images of the same area of the sample after application o
external field of 33 Oe~b! and 55 Oe~c! in the direction indicated byH. The
arrows in the domains indicate the local magnetization direction.
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it is seen that after application of 44 Oe, the saturated bl
area in sample 1 has already extended to almost the be
ning of the Cu wedge~0.5 ML Cu thickness!. However, in
sample 2, a field of 55 Oe only saturates the Co film up to
region where the Cu thickness is higher than 8.5 ML,
shown in Fig. 2~c!. Since a weaker pinning strength betwe
Co and FeMn results in a lower coercivity, and an eas
magnetic saturation of the Co layer, the motion of the bor
of the saturated area with increasing applied field confir
the decay of the exchange coupling strength along
wedge, i.e., the exchange coupling strength across the
spacer decreases with increasing Cu thickness. The
value of the magnetic field needed to saturate the Co fi
pinned by FeMn across a Cu spacer indicates that the
change interaction across the Cu layer is much weaker c
pared to the case with no Cu spacer layer.

Several explanations for the coercivity enhancemen
exchange bias systems have been presented, based on e
mental and theoretical investigations. What has become c
due to the recent work is that the reversal of the FM laye
not simply due to coherent rotation on both sides of the lo
and relies on a realistic description of the rever
mechanism.23,24A common feature in all models presented
that the FM layer thickness dependence of the coercivit
very sensitive to the coercive mechanism at work. It h
often been observed that the coercivity varies asHC}1/tF ,
where tF is the thickness of the FM layer. Such an inver
proportionality has also been observed in our previous
face magneto optic kerr effects experiments of Co/Fe
bilayers.20 To compare the two samples with different C
thicknesses, we plotted the product ofHC and Co thickness
as a function of Cu thickness in Fig. 3, where the coerciv
was estimated as the projection of the external field along
easy axis. We find that the coercivity, scaled by the inve
Co layer thickness, decreases drastically with increasing
thickness, which indicates that the interaction between Fe
and Co decreases very quickly with increasing Cu spa
thickness. Under the assumption that the exchange coup
across the Cu spacer layer is still strong enough to valid
the scaling by the inverse Co thickness, one can see tha
coercivity of the trilayers approximately follows an expone

FIG. 3. The product of the coercivity and the Co layer thickness as a fu
tion of the Cu spacer layer thickness. The line is an exponential fit to
data.
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tial decay with a decay length of;9.4 ML. In spite of the
uncertainties in the fitting due to insufficient data, we c
still conclude that the decay length of the coercivity in o
sample is much longer than the decay length of excha
bias field across a Cu spacer layer reported in
literature.13–17In Ref. 13, an exponential decay with a leng
of 4.1 Å has been reported. However, the behavior of
coercivity may be different than that of the exchange b
field, since they are not necessarily proportional to ea
other.

In conclusion, by studing domain images of singl
crystalline epitaxial Co/Cu/FeMn trilayers, we show that t
trilayers can be progressively saturated by applying exte
magnetic fields of increasing strength, which indicates a
crease of the interlayer exchange coupling between Co
FeMn layers across the nonmagnetic Cu spacer with incr
ing Cu thickness. The dependence of the coercivity, sca
by the inverse Co layer thickness on the Cu thickness, fur
confirms the attenuating effect of the Cu spacer on the c
pling between Co and FeMn layers.
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